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Multiword expressions (MWEs) defy attempts
to categorise them, but it may be useful to group
similar expressions into categories, both for lexi-
con creation and corpus annotation.1 Several cat-
egorisation proposals exist, e.g. in construction
grammar (Fillmore et al., 1988), meaning-text the-
ory (Mel’čuk and Polguère, 1987; Mel’čuk, 2023),
and computational approaches (Smadja, 1993; Sag
et al., 2002). Ramisch (2015) proposed a typology
based on two orthogonal axes: morphosyntax and
“difficulty”. Escartín et al. (2018) proposed a cat-
egorisation for Spanish, including an interesting
comparative overview of the proposals mentioned
above. Categorisations can also be elicited from
annotation guidelines, e.g. Candito et al. (2021).

A unique cross-lingually valid and operational
MWE categorisation, covering all phenomena that
match the PARSEME MWE definition (Savary
et al., 2017), remains an open question. An impor-
tant milestone is the PARSEME guide for verbal
MWEs, covering many languages (Savary et al.,
2018). Its generalisation to other categories is part
of future work in Unidive. To make progress on
this front, we submit for discussion a typology
proposal first presented in Ramisch (2023). We
believe that it could inspire the new PARSEME
guidelines for all-category MWEs. Our proposed
taxonomy is based on external syntactic distribu-
tion (i.e. role/function in the sentence). We choose
to ignore the internal syntactic structure, motivated
by the existence of syntactically irregular (or ex-
ocentric) MWEs, e.g. a verb phrase acting as a
pronoun fr n’importe quoi (lit. ‘no matter what’)
‘anything’ (Kahane et al., 2017). It would be tricky
to model such MWEs in a taxonomy based on word
POS and within-MWE dependencies.2

MWEs share properties with both single words
and phrases. Thus, their (morpho-)syntactic char-
acterisation asks the question: should coarse MWE
categories rely on single-word POS tags (NOUN,

1We prefer “category” over of the ambiguous term “type”.
2We assume, though, that MWEs form connected depen-

dency subtrees, as implied by the PARSEME MWE definition.

Figure 1: Taxonomy proposed for content MWEs.

VERB, etc.), or rather on phrasal structure (NP, VP,
PP, etc.)? Adopting single-word POS is tempting,
as there would be no need to create new tagsets. It
would also correspond to the intuition that (some)
MWEs are “words with spaces” (Sag et al., 2002).
However, many categories would contain MWEs
whose component POS tags are different from the
whole POS (e.g. at stake is a ADP+NOUN, but
acts as ADJ). Moreover, some MWEs are complex,
e.g. pt quem vê cara não vê coração (lit. ‘who
sees face doesn’t see heart’) ‘one can lie/omit their
true feelings’. It might sound artificial to call these
“verbs” instead of VPs. Finally, the criteria to dis-
tinguish some categories might not be clear cut
(e.g. ADV vs. ADJ for some PP expressions). This
would require either having multiple POS for the
same MWE, or arbitrary categorisation.

Our proposal relies on phrasal structure rather
than POS tags, taking advantage of the significant
progress made in UD (de Marneffe et al., 2021).
One advantage of adopting UD’s view is that is
has been put to a test for treebanking in many lan-
guages, favouring cross-lingual plausability. In



Figure 2: Taxonomy proposed for functional MWEs.

UD, linguistic units are classified as nominals re-
ferring to entities (usually nouns), clauses referring
to events or states (usually verbs), and modifiers
used to specify the attributes of nominals, clauses
or other modifiers. In addition, a set of functional
items such as determiners and adpositions are not
independent, but act as specifiers of the 3 main
categories. Our typology, presented in Figures 1
and 2, extends these four notions to MWEs.3

Clausal MWEs This broad category is roughly
equivalent to PARSEME’s verbal MWEs, but:

• We exclude the category inherently adposi-
tional verb (e.g. rely on). Adopting UD, it
becomes hard to annotate selected preposi-
tions governing non-lexicalised complements:
this would not form a connected subtree.

• We assume that the language-specific cate-
gory inherently clitic verb can be generalised.

Nominal MWEs Nominal idioms correspond to
combinations functioning as nominals in the sense
of UD. In line with Cordeiro et al. (2019), we pro-
pose not distinguishing nominal idioms by the type
of modifier, including bare nouns (e.g. science fic-
tion, dataset), genitive nouns (e.g. rat’s nest), PPs
(e.g. bed of roses, pain in the neck), etc. Com-
pounding is a word formation process orthogonal
to MWEs, so nominal idioms include both closed
(chatbot), and open MWEs (science fiction). Nom-
inal MWEs can also be nominal pro-forms, i.e. mul-
tiword pronouns. Since most of the time multiword
pronouns contain no content word, idiomaticity
tests are hard to define, so they are probably better
defined as closed lists. Nominal MWEs can be ex-
ogenous, i.e. their syntactic head does not need to
be a noun (e.g. merry-go-round). We propose that
MWEs functioning as nominals, but derived from
clausal MWEs, are annotated as clausal (e.g. the
progress made), in line with PARSEME, and differ-
ently from UD guidelines, which would categorise
this combination as a “nominal”. This also applies
to nominals acting as modifiers, importantly cover-
ing prepositional phrases such as from time to time
and by the way. In UD, prepositional phrases are
considered nominals, even when they act as modi-
fiers. It seems more convenient for MWEs to take

3Notice that collocations are considered out of scope.

a more semantic-oriented position and assume that
the tests characterising modifier MWEs are more
appropriate for nominals behaving so. Finally, we
exclude multiword terms and named entities for
the sake of simplicity.

Modifier MWEs This includes adjectives (mod-
ify nominals) and adverbials, (modify clauses and
other modifiers). Like for words, the distinction be-
tween multiword adjectives and adverbials is tricky.
Beyond obvious adjectives (e.g. old school), most
MWEs here can modify both nominals and clauses
(e.g. get it out of the way vs. with this out of the
way). We can classify as adjectives only MWEs
that cannot modify anything other than nominals,
and the others as adverbials. However, modifier
MWEs also stand somehow in between content
and functional MWEs. Thus, many PPs (e.g. in
addition) can take complements (e.g. in addition
to). We propose treating all these as adverbials,
and categorise as adpositions only those MWEs
that cannot occur without complements (e.g. with
respect to but not *with respect). Beyond PPs,
adverbial MWEs can be nominals (e.g. day after
day), coordinated adjectives (e.g. safe and sound),
adverbs, etc.

Functional MWEs cover multiword adpositions,
determiners and conjunctions. Although appar-
ently simple, this category has its share of chal-
lenges, e.g. syntactic irregularity alone is not suf-
ficient to categorise them (Kahane et al., 2017;
Savary et al., 2023). Functional MWEs are some-
times considered as completely frozen or flat,
but non-functional MWEs may also exhibit these
properties. We propose using syntactic distribu-
tion to classify these MWEs. Multiword adposi-
tions are usually PPs that cannot occur without a
complement. Determiners include idiosyncratic
quantifiers (e.g. a few examples), but they can also
be ambiguous with multiword adverbials, as in a
lot of examples vs. we eat a lot. In this case, we
propose that the latter should be preferred, that is,
considering both as adverbials, one of them taking
a prepositional complement. To date, it is unclear
whether numerals should be seen as multiword
determiners, as tests hardly apply. Multiword con-
junctions are an exception to the connected subtree
rule, since they usually contain no content word.
The trick here is to make them into a connected tree
using UD’s flat. Also, some conjunctions may
introduce their complements using prepositions (as



well as) or complementisers (now that), which are
exceptionally considered as MWE parts. Complex
conjunctions are hard to delimit because traditional
MWE tests are usually designed for MWEs con-
taining at least one content word. Multiword inter-
jections may be necessary to annotate speech, but
are omitted for now. Complex tests for functional
MWE categories may sound odd, as a simpler solu-
tion would consist in making closed lists. However,
the criteria to include a construction in the list still
needs to rely on some reasonable justification to
maximise cross-lingual compatibility. Moreover,
closed lists are not sufficient for ambiguous cases.

From taxonomy to guidelines If the categori-
sation proposed above is used as a backbone for
future annotaiton guidelines, we will need to spec-
ify how to apply the criteria. For instance, the
examples in the text above are mostly prototypical
(or “MWE lemmas”), but defining such normal-
ized forms can be tricky in running text (Schmitt
and Constant, 2019). A possible solution would
be to define canonical forms, as formalized by
Savary et al. (2019). Working at the level of canon-
ical forms also atenuates the complexity syntactic
alternations, e.g. we hypothesise that canonical
MWEs always form connected dependency UD
subtrees (catena). However, the feasibility of defin-
ing canonical forms still needs to be tested empiri-
cally for non-verbal MWEs.
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